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Even for those of us who come in contact with the lowest of one cell animals, this PHONY VETERAN is especially despicable!
Marc S. O'Dell hails from Partlow, Virginia. He is between 45 and 49 years old depending on which date of Birth he uses. Among his
lies, he claims to have seen action in Vietnam, South America, and Desert Storm (including Special Ops in the sewers of Kuwait). He
has told numerous people including ex wives, that he was a United States Navy SEAL. He also claims to have been a Special Forces
Medic. He claims that he and his SEAL Unit were used for undercover actions for the FBI, CIA, SS, DEA. As with most Phonies, he
is not "ALLOWED" to talk about the specifics of his Service.
Prior to moving on this case, like all others, we waited for independent confirmation of his Claims of Military Service from multiple
sources . Once we had those, we moved on Marc S. O'Dell's case.
A quick check with Retired Navy SEAL Captain Larry Bailey and noted Phony SEAL Buster Steve Waterman confirmed that Marc S.
O'Dell is not now and has never been a United States Navy SEAL.
The only Combat Marc S. O'Dell has seen is in his attempts to con and extort money from vulnerable Women. His MO is that he meets
Women VIA the Internet. He presents himself as a War Hero, Secret Agent and Ex Navy SEAL. He says he wants to buy a Farm and
raise his three kids in a safe and happy home. Once he has secured the Women's money, the Farm and happy home never materialize!
When the " NEW" Wife tires to visit the happy and safe Farm she just bought, O'Dell concocts a story that his Secret Agent
Assignment makes visiting the Farm far to dangerous for the Woman. We are now aware of no less than six marriages for O'Dell. We
don't currently know how many were legal, but were working on it.
We have Marc S. O'Dell's Social Security Number, Date and Place of Birth. We have filed a FOIA request for this Military Service
Records.
We have just started to work this case. I will update it as it progresses.
UPDATE: June 10, 2000.
We have just received confirmation that Marc S. O'Dell was turned into the FBI and convicted of stealing while in the Navy Reserves.
He received a DISHONORABLE DISCHARGED in 1993. Now, why am I not surprised?! This PHONY VETERAN's lack of
honesty and character runs deep.
UPDATE: June 11, 2000.
We have just confirmed that another means of support for Marc S. O'Dell's is derived from telling hard luck sob stories to Women,
obtaining "loans" and never repaying them. He bilked his MotherinLaw out of $6,000 in May 25, 1999, to keep from being arrested
for nonpayment of child support, with the promise to repay it by August 15, 1999. He has made no attempt to repay this "loan".
Surprised?!
UPDATE: June 12, 2000.
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Marc S. O'Dell is using the following aliases, Marc Dell, Marc O. Dell, Mark Dell, Steven O'Dell, Steven Dell, Rick Stevens, and
Steve or Steven Kuterbach. He has claimed to have three Social Security Numbers (because of his undercover work).
UPDATE: June 13, 2000.
This just in from Marc S. O'Dell.
Subject: Notoriety
Date: Mon, 12 Jun 2000 10:07:56 EDT
From: ScubaLoker@aol.com
To: BloodMotherXX@aol.com, fatmike@mozcom.com,
Dear Michael Anderson, et al:
Your souces [sic] may be flawed.
You have to make darn sure of the discharge, DD is not what my papers read. There also
was only one mother in law even remotely capable of being at the trial and she was not
there and that can be proved. As for the rest of the items you are planning on putting out
on the net and through Zuckerman, I can only say what I have told others. I have rock
solid proof of where I have been and what I have done, and NEVER did that include
going to BUD/S or working with the SEALS as other than medical support on an "as
needed" basis. I never told people I was one, I told them the truth and that is that I did
from time to time work with them. I also worked with Army Special Forces but that
doesn't make me one nor will it by osmosis make me one. Again, I can prove that if you
want to stop your tirade long enough to listen. E mails and the like can be forged, you
need to make darn sure you are not being used. I had this happen once before and I was
given the chance to prove what was and what was not. To just haphazardly print what you
are is setting yourself up for civil litigation that I seriousley [sic] doubt you want to get
into. I know you are filing FOI's for my service record, I know you are hoping to post
them on the net. along with a ".com" page. I will take strong legal action if either occurs.
If you want to sit down and see what I have, then you are free to contact me. If you are
simply going to go on the word of scorned Women, one of which is a former drug addict
and was using injectables [sic] as late as 2 years ago, and continue with your libelous and
slanderous attempts on my reputation, I wll [sic] be forced to take what legal steps I can.
My main worry is the safety of my children and the mental damage this could inflict on
them.
Marc S. O'Dell
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8044482307
5405386089
(but you guys have these already, don't you?)
The above email is classic Wannabe material. First, we never confront an individual on the bases of one person's testimony. Our
policy is that we must have a least two independent individuals testify to a person misrepresenting their Military Service History. In
O'Dell's case we currently have four! We expect more to surface as word gets out about Marc S. O'Dell.
The "I worked with them" ploy is a common method of a Wannabe trying to distance himself from his/her lies. This allows the
Wannabe to later open the door to the "MISUNDERSTANDING" explanation for his/her being confronted with their
misrepresentations.
Finally, there is the Law Suit and Legal Action threat. 95% of the Wannabes we expose threaten us with Legal Action. However, none
of them SUE! The simple reason that they threaten but don't sue is because they can't remember everyone they have lied to. Neither
can they remember all the lies they've told. Their worst nightmare is to end up in a Court of Law, in front of a Judge and Jury and have
twenty five people march in and all testify that they personally heard the Wannabe misrepresent him/herself.
We responded to Marc S. O'Dell threat of Legal Action by begging him to SUE! We would like nothing better than to have this
epidemic of Phony Veterans publicly aired on National T.V. and Radio. We need the publicity to get the word out that this behavior is
unacceptable. There is a high price to be paid for misrepresenting ones Military Service History. If this case goes to Court, we will
attempt to get "Hard Copy", "Date Line", "Current Affair" and "Sixty Minutes" interested in covering the Case. Mr. Marc S. O'Dell
will have more fame than his low life, Scum Sucking Phony Veteran activities could every bring him!
We are currently working in an attempt to have FOX News, and other News Media, do a National expose' on Mr. Marc S. O'Dell.
Yet more lies have surfaced. Mr. Marc S. O'Dell has told people that he was a Force Recon Marine and accomplished Sniper, 2nd in
the number of confirmed kills in Vietnam, and that he worked covert operations in Vietnam and was a CIA assassin. Ya, right!
UPDATE: June 13, 2000.
The following Photograph just in. This is our "Boy", Marc S. O'Dell, who said he only told people that he occasionally "WORKED"
with the United States Navy SEALs. In this photograph, Marc S. O'Dell is standing in front of his Van. The licenses plate clearly says,
"SEAL DOC". Now, I am not an astrophysicists, but this seems to indicate that the "Boy" is trying to give each and every civilian he
passes on the Road, the impression that he is/was a "SEAL" Doctor or "SEAL" Medic. Marc S. O'Dell is a liar, a Fake and a Fraud.
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Following is a Photograph of a Motorcycle License Plate Marc S. O'Dell left as a memento to a Woman he coned out of some
$200,000.00 +. Women are funny about holding on to little keepsakes from loved ones. This Woman held on to this License Plate. It
clearly says, "CL DOC" short for, you guessed it, "SEAL DOC"! He probably attempted to get the Plate to actually say "SEAL DOC"
but, another Phony beat him to it.

Does this sound to you like an innocent guy who said he "ONLY WORKED WITH" the United States Navy SEALs?! Na, I believe
the facts are that Marc S. O'Dell is a lying, scum sucking, bottom feeding, egg sucking, Lizard!
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Any of you Veterans out in the Partlow, Fredericksburg or Richmond Virginia areas, who have "ANY" information about this PHONY
VETERAN, please forward it ASAP!
UPDATE: June 16, 2000.
Just in is a copy of the Newspaper Article that appeared in the Fredericksburg Free Lance Star, dated March 18, 1993. This Article
details Marc S. O'Dell's indictment for theft of Military Property. He was later convicted. As a result, he received a Dishonorable
Discharge from the Navy Reserves. Note: Marc S. O'Dell may have had the Dishonorable Discharge changed to a "General"
Discharge. Click here to view the Article.
After reading this Article, something should strike you as a reoccurring theme with Marc S. O'Dell. In the Article the neighbor told
authorities that O'Dell claimed his Military Supervisor approved his taking the Jeeps. That is clearly a lie! And, that is the point, Marc
S. O'Dell is a liar AND a thief!
A year after his conviction, Marc S. O'Dell writes his Congressmen opposing a proposed Gun Control Measure. What is amazing in
this situation is not the fact that as a convicted Felon, Marc S. O'Dell can not legally own a gun, rather the fact that O'Dell writes his
Congressman using the name, "Dr. Marc O'Dell"!! Click here to view the letter.
Are you surprised that when Marc S. O'Dell decides he wants to be a "DOCTOR" he, what else, LIES! Just like he Lied about being a
Navy SEAL and FBI Secret Agent and all the many other Lies he tells. Well, Dr. Marc S. O'Dell, welcome to the Wannabe PHONY
VETERAN's Page!! Welcome Home!!
UPDATE: June 26, 2000.
A Nationally known and experienced Reporter for a major National Newspaper has agreed to investigate Marc S. O'Dell and publish
an article about his misrepresenting his Military Service History as part of his predatory activities on Woman. More information will
be provided as the Article nears completion and publication.
MORE NEWS!!
Below is a Photograph of Marc S. O'Dell posing proudly beside his New PickemUp Truck. This is a fine Truck and anyone would be
proud to own it. However, wait until you discover how this PHONY VETERAN got it!
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As the Bosnia situation was heating up, Marc S. O'Dell had ingrained himself to yet another Woman. This was around November 1998
to December 1998. This Woman believed she was involved with a Man who would most likely be her Life Partner. O'Dell told her that
he would probably be called back into the Navy because of his unique Medical Skills as a United States Navy SEAL. He told the
Woman that he would have to leave his young children behind. O'Dell told the Woman that unless he had a "CRITICAL" Civilian Job,
he would have to go.
The Woman, who I will call Ann, believed she was working on building a future with O'Dell. And, she, like most Women, was totally
uninformed about Military matters. Fist, O'Dell convinced Ann to bail him out of his back Child Support to the tune of $15,000. Then,
O'Dell told Ann that the Military considered "Truck Drivers" as a "CRITICAL" occupation. Shortly after he got the $15,000.00, O'Dell
began pushing the "Critical" Occupation story again, and finally Ann bought him a New $40,000 Dodge Ram Truck.
Part of O'Dell's persuasion was the fact that his young Children would suffer if he had to go back on Active Duty. O'Dell once again
leveraged his Children in order to Scam and Con a Woman out of her money. The day after Ann provided the $40,000 for the Truck,
unknown to her, Marc S. O'Dell married another Woman! Needless to say, Ann was not invited to the reception.
Marc S. O'Dell told Ann he needed to put the final touches on his "Truck Driving" and Horse Hauling Business, he needed another
$25,000 to purchase a Horse Trailer. In exchange for the Truck and Trailer, Marc S. O'Dell promised to pay the monthly payments on
the loans. The total was $1,300.00 a month. Of course, O'Dell never made one payment!!
Marc S. O'Dell continued to "lean" on Ann for money to avoid all sorts of emergencies that arose constantly. However, Ann had grown
suspicious at last. Once the money dried up, Marc S. O'Dell grew more distant until he stopped contacting Ann altogether.
Marc S. O'Dell still has the $15,000 loan to pay his back child support. He still has the $40,000 Truck and the $25,000 Horse Trailer.
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Ann still has the "LOANS" and is facing Bankruptcy!!
Yes, Marc S. O'Dell, you are quite a War Hero alright!!
UPDATE: June 27, 2000.
The hits just keep coming with this Bottom Feeder!
Following is a Photograph of a Navy SEAL Trident necklace O'Dell gave to wife number 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9, we're not entirely sure
right now which number this wife is. However, she is the one currently, and desperately, trying to gain a divorce and limit her losses to
only $200,000.00!

This necklace has an interesting story. While O'Dell was courting this lady, he specifically told her he was an ex United States Navy
SEAL. He sent email to her making these claims to gain her trust, respect and admiration. Shortly after their Marriage, however, he
started to massage his story. He told her he missed Graduating from BUDS by 37 seconds. "One of his Team Members was late." He
changed his story to say that he "Worked" extensively with the Navy's SEALs and Army's Special Forces. He told her that the SEALs
gave him this very Trident because they "Liked" him. Mysteriously, just after the first time O'Dell had access to this Lady's computer,
all his old email disappeared?!
Marc S. O'Dell likes jewlery. He had this Wife open an account at a Jewlery Store using her Credit Card. He charged their wedding
rings there. He also charged a new Dive Watch for himself on her account. Shortly there after, he presented his "New" Wife with a
present. It was a watch, a bracelet and a earring set. When the "New" Wife got the bill from the Jewlery Store, there were actually
TWO of these presents charged! She is still trying to discover who got the other one. But, you guessed it, she was stuck with the bill
for both of them!
That's our "BOY"!!
UPDATE: June 30, 2000.
The following Photograph just in.
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Hell Week "NOT"!

Marc S. O'Dell brandishes this Photograph around as picture proof of his SEAL Training. I became suspicious when I first saw this
picture. Not because I know anything about SEAL Training, but because of all the Tattoos on the Men. SEALs are not known for being
big on Tattoos. The reason for that is, in Counter Terrorists and Clandestine Operations, it is dumb to have a neon Sign on your arm
that says, "Please Shoot me! I am a United States Navy SEAL!"
I forwarded this Picture to Retired Navy SEAL Captain Larry Bailey for his critique. Captain Bailey Commanded SEAL Training for
over three years. He knows what he is talking about. Captain Bailey said this Photograph, in his opinion, has nothing whatsoever to do
with SEAL Training. Now, why am I not surprised?!
These Phonies just love the word "Hooyah"!
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In the email O'Dell sent me on June 12th, O'Dell said "...and NEVER did that include going to BUD/S or working with the SEALS as
other than medical support on an "as needed" basis. I never told people I was one, I told them the truth and that is that I did from time
to time work with them. I also worked with Army Special Forces but that doesn't make me one nor will it by osmosis make me one."
Now, if the "BOY" never went to BUD/S, why is he passing this Photograph around with "HELL WEEK" and "HOOYAH" written on
it in his own handwriting? You don't think maybe the "BOY" is lying do you?!
UPDATE: September 16, 2000.
We just received the response to our FOIA on Marc S. O'Dell from National Personnel Records in St. Louis Missouri. It follows:
RECORD ONE received Marc S O'Dell
USMC 4/29/72 to 4/26/74
DOB AUGUST 11, 1954
Duty Assg  HqCO
RANK PFC
ADMIN CLERK, 203, 368, PersClk
Decorations and Awards  Good Conduct, Rifle Sharpshooter, National
Defense, Meritorious Mast (2)
END
Does this mean, no United States Navy SEAL?, No behind the lines with tactical Nuclear Weapons in Iraqi?, No
behind the lines with Afghanistan Freedom Fighters?, No Embassy Guard in South America?, No Second
Highest number of confirmed Kills as a Sniper in Vietnam?, No Vietnam whatsoever?, No Overseas Service at
all?, No Underwater SEAL Training to Protect the President from an assault from the River?, No Special Forces
Tactical Driving Classes? No "Secret" Missions"?, No "Secret Agent", No "Black Ops"?
You mean to tell me you were a "File Clerk" assigned to HQ?!
Oh, no! That is just too funny. You have to stop. I can't take it! A file Clerk! I'm rolling on the floor holding my
sides. You're toooooo much! You remind me of one of those comic book characters. I can't remember which
https://web.archive.org/web/20030203060331/http://www.phonyveterans.com/ODell.html
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one, but it is not Captain Marvel, or Buck Rogers! More like the incredible "Elastic" Man or the incredible
"Shrinking" Man. I mean, you started out as a War Hero SEAL / Frogman / Sniper extraordinaire, and ended up
a File clerk! That would be hilarious, if it were not so pathetic!
Well, I've sent this information out to about sixty people. All of whom you told different variations of your
"SEAL", "Secret Missions", "Black Ops" and "Classified" Stories to.
File Clerks and Administration Officers and NCO do an Indispensably important job in every Conflict. Without
File Clerks, America could do nothing from fielding an Army, having enough bandages for the Wounded to
arranging Medical Treatment for the injured. Most Men and Women in Administration go about their business
Professionally and Competently. They don't try and be "Secret Agents". They simply do their job right the first
time which allows America to win its battles. They have every right to be Respected for the Professional and
Critical jos they perform routinely.
Does this mean, no United States Navy SEAL?, No behind the lines with tactical Nuclear Weapons in Iraqi?, No
behind the lines with Afghanistan Freedom Fighters?, No Embassy Guard in South America?, No Second
Highest number of confirmed Kills as a Sniper in Vietnam?, No Vietnam whatsoever?, No Overseas Service at
all?, No Underwater SEAL Training to Protect the President from an assault from the River?, No Special Forces
Tactical Driving Classes? No "Secret" Missions"?, "Secret Agent", No "Black Ops"?
You mean you to tell me were a "File Clerk" assigned to HQ
We're still your friends Mr. O'Dell. We'll be here with you for the duration, GOOD BUDDY! Stiff uper lip and
all that "Ole Chap, what?!.
UPDATE: June 16, 2001.
What I am about to outline I have known about for over six months. However, I hesitated to publish it because I
didn't want to be responsible for someone, anyone, getting hurt. I have changed my mind. O'Dell continues to
hurt people. This is his choice. Let the chips fall where they may.
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O'Dell is the Grand Dragon of the KKK in Virginia. He attends KKK functions complete with secret hand shakes and pillow cases
over his head. Below is a picture of O'Dell with his KKK Buddies.

O'Dell is the fat guy in the center of the first row with the sun glasses on. He and his friends are paying tribute to Adolf Hitler with the
customary salute.
However, this is only one side of Marc S. O'Dell. Below is a letter from the JDL, Jewish Defense League, praising Marc S. O'Dell's
work on behalf of the Jewish people. For those of you who are not familiar with the JDL, moderate Jews consider them to be a bit
radical and on the extreme side.
Following is a Letter exchanged between myself and Mr. Bill Maniaci; Director of the Westeran Region of the JDL in Los Vegas,
California. Everywhere is says "FACT" in red, that is Mr. Bill Maniaci's response to my comments. This was the last letter before
Maniaci turned me over to his Legal Department and refused to receive email from me.
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JDL Logo
Dear Mr. Bill Maniaci; Following are some of the Problems surrounding Marc S. O'Dell, the JDL and you.One
of the Women whom Marc S. O'Dell has bankrupted, feels that:;
1. Because of Your Personal reassurances to her that Marc S. O'Dell was a Honorable Jewish Warrior, she didn't
bail out of the relationship much sooner and thereby, save herself and her Children a great deal of money.
Fact: Marc O'Dell has served the Jewish Defense League honorably and with integrity. What Mrs. O'Dell was
told by her Husband is beyond the scope of our knowledge, or our business.
2. She is extremely upset that you knowingly allowed Marc S. O'Dell to use his Children to infiltrate a known
Extremist Group.
Fact:Not true, he told me that he brought the children with him to Idaho for a vacation. I know for a fact that the
kids stayed in the same Inn that the JDL members were in every night. They were in no danger, and the children
were not in any danger whatsoever.
3. She feels that Marc S. O'Dell used her being a Jewish Woman to ingrain himself to you and the JDL. While,
he feed what he learned back to the KKK, Aryan Nations and the FBI.
Fact:Not true, I was personally present at meetings between O'Dell and federal agents for debriefing purposes.
We also passed intelligence information received from O'Dell by us, to federal agents. Those in law enforcement
receiving that information were cognizant of the source.
4. She suspects you and the JDL of participating in the disappearance of a great deal of her money either
actively or inactively.
Fact:Totally absurd. While O'Dell was in Reno, he was broke. I provided him and the children with food and
lodging, and I personally took he and the kids to a department store here I purchased over $70.00 worth of
https://web.archive.org/web/20030203060331/http://www.phonyveterans.com/ODell.html
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clothing items for the children. I also arranged for the kids to attend a Jewish Summer Camp (day school) for
three days while they were here. O'Dell was always short of cash. When he left here to drive back to Virginia, he
had very little money and was concerned about sufficient funds to pay for fuel.
5. She feels that you and the JDL need to publish a statement that reveals Marc S. O'Dell for the liar, cheat, fake
and fraud that he is.
Fact:Ridiculous, we have no such knowledge. As far as we know, Mrs. O'Dell is no more or less credible than
Mr. O'Dell.
6. She feels that you failed to adequately check out Mr. Marc S. O'Dells claims of Military Service prior to
allowing him access to the JDL.
Fact:We have no access to military records. He never advised us that he was a Navy SEAL. On the contrary, he
told us that he was a Navy Medic who, on occasion, worked with Navy SEAL teams. He advised that some of
that contact was at Stead air base, North of Reno, NV.
7. She wants to know if Marc S. O'Dell's story of repelling naked down a Hotel in Las Vegas and meeting you as
the arresting Cop is true.
Fact:Fantasy, we have never heard this story. If anyone had rappelled down a Vegas Hotel naked, it would have
certainly made headlines.
8. She wants to know how you meet O'Dell.
Fact:Via the internet. He contacted us, advised that he was a Gentile man who was married to a Jewish woman.
He said that he felt strongly about racial hatred and bigotry and asked if there were a way that he could help to
fight these groups.
9. Now, Mr. Maniaci, this Woman is Jewish. She has no ax to grind with the JDL. But, she is demanding a
absolutely nambiguous and honest statement regarding Marc S. O'Dell from you and the JDL. Our position on
this entire issue is extremely simple.
Fact:O'Dell has fulfilled every commitment made to us. His information has proven to be reliable, and his
actions against racist organizations reflect great credit upon himself and his edication.
10. We plan to expose Mr. Marc S. O'Dell for his phony Military Service Claims and then see him put in jail for
using those Phony lies and fabrications to defraud his current wife out of over $200,000.00.
Fact:This does not concern the JDL. He made no false claims to us that we are aware of.
https://web.archive.org/web/20030203060331/http://www.phonyveterans.com/ODell.html
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11. This Woman is out over $200,000.00 which represents her Children's College Funds and a large part of her
retirement money.
Fact:How do you know this, we certainly have no knowledge of this accusation. I would verify these statements
before I made such far reaching assertions.
12. I don't know about other people, but this sum represents a great deal of money in my Book! We have no
wish to tarnish the JDL or compromise any ongoing FBI investigations.
Fact:If this is your position, why have you done it and why are you continuing to place operations and
operatives in jeopardy. I suggest that you concentrate on the SEAL issue, and take your nose out of business
where it does not belong, and that you know nothing about ! The results of the little game you are playing may
have far reaching, devastating results. JDL operations are beyond the realm of your business. Concentrate on
things that are within your purview, not ours.
13. However, we mean to see justice done for all these injured Women.
Fact:Don't you think this would be better left to law enforcement authorities, and a court of law to determine?
14. And, we mean to see the truth told no matter how dirty, sordid or mercenary it is.
Fact:Fine, as long as you are able to differetiate fact from fiction. (Hell hath no wrath like a woman's scorn.)
15. We find that honest is the best policy.
Fact:We agree.
16. It immediately clears the air and people know the sound of honesty when they hear it.
Fact:I sincerely hope that you are one of those individuals.
Sincerely,
Michael A. Anderson
So, now we have O'Dell playing both sides of the street. He is a Grand Dragon in the KKK and a Friend and compatriot of the JDL.
Further, O'Dell is well connected to the Idaho White separatists movement.
But, the story does not end there. As I pointed out above, O'Dell is a snitch for the FBI. We believe he has some peripheral connection
as an informant on a small time scale. However, events have come to light that we now believe the FBI out of the Virginia Office may
be protecting O'Dell. Our letters to the Virginia Office of the FBI simply go unanswered. The same is true of our letters to FBI
https://web.archive.org/web/20030203060331/http://www.phonyveterans.com/ODell.html
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Headquarters in Washington D. C.
Now, stick with me here because I am not a conspiracy nut. But, we have had phone's tapped, computers infected with Trojan
programs and listening devises found in our Team Member's homes. We have used a slew of Private Detectives and Computer experts
to assess the situation and advise us. Some people were told to unplug their computers and buy new ones. Other people are now not
using the Phones in their own Homes.
Why the FBI would Participate and condone this behavior can only be related to their paranoia of home grown terrorists. The problem
from our stand point, is innocent people are being hurt due directly to the FBI's actions or rather, inaction.
So, now you have the full story or at least a good deal of the story of Marc S. O'Dell. KKK Grand Dragon, compatriot of the Jewish
Defense League, Snitch for the FBI and a member and supporter of the Idaho White separatists movement, Phony Veteran and a
parasite of vulnerable young Professional Jewish women. He doesn't work and has no income of his own. This is Marc S. O'Dell.
If you meet him, you have been warned.
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